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MATERIALSAND METHODS
The environmental factors including the rainy days, water levels and flooding around the

AHSTRACT
Studies on the relationship between the rainfall, water levels and floods in .",/ diun florin, Kwaru

State Nigeria was carried outfor twelve months to determine the impact ofthcse /ItI/'{/JIlt'(('J'.\ on the slfp11/Yo]
fish speciesfrom thi« dam to florin lind environ. ft1aXII1I1ItIIratntall (]6 1./em) was 11/ )'c'/J/embfll: The range
values of rainfall recorded during thts research Has zero (November February) 10 :0'-I "III (September).
Water levels were 10wfI'Il in April (J1 ./()m) lind highest 111 September (12 W)em). Increased water level»
commencedfrom May (11.90 m) 10 October (12.60 m). The flooding of the dam began usfrom AlJgU\'/ll'ht'"
. the dam spillway began to overflow An assessment offish catch tram sixfishermen around the !r!kc show L'cI
significant increase in the/ish supply at the dry season li hen water levels 1rere low than the wet fe(/son (F
O.05j.Ram/ali and water levels were negatively correlated
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INTRODl:CTION
In order to attain the maximum fish production from the lake fishery especially in the WestAfrica sub

region there is need for a basic set of technical skill among the artisan farmers. This skill cannot be limited
alone to the lise of fishing gears but it must also be extended to the basic knowledge of the environmental
factors of the ecosystem in which they operate. Most of our researches on the lake fisheries in Nigeria and
other 1\frica countries did not have any impact at improving sustainable fish production because they have
failed to carry the artisan fishery along (Araoye, )999). 'The failure of lake fishery in Ebrie and Aghien in
Cote d Ivoire, Banfora in Bukina Faso. Brazzaville in the Congo, New- Bussa in Nigeria just to mention a few
cannot be exonerated from this simple fact. Indiscriminate fishing characterised these water bodies resulting
in the elimination or the usable stuck with time. There is need lor an intervention program for capacity
building otrhese art isan fishermen in order to improve on their knowledge of the environmental factors that
can affect fish production (Araoyc, 2002).

Although availability or food has been identified as one of the major factors affecting spatial and
seasonal distribution ol'fishes ill Kainji lake (Lclek and l-J-Zarka. 1973: Willoughby, 1()74: Akintundc, 1976;
Olatunde, 1977) and also in Asa lake (Araoyc, 1999), however environmental factors such as rainfall. water
levels and floods determine the seasonal abundance: of these food items. It may be assumed that most of the
artisans fishermen operating on our water bodies are used to these environmental factors, however most of
them now complain about the unpredictable nature of these environmental factors particularly rainfall.
Hence the knowledge of the rain) days. water levels and extent ol'floods at each season can be used by these
fishermen to predict level offish production around this lake.

Fishing activities in Asa dam was enhanced since 1976 that the Kwara Slate Government establ ished
the dam primarily for water supply to llorin and environs. Other major sources of fish supply to Ilorin and
environ include Kainji and Jebba lakes (Araoye. 1997). This work will be used to educate the fishermen in
Asa dam on the use of some environmental factors at predicting fish catch around the lake. This is aimed at a
more focused and un-wasted fishing exercise.
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RESULTS
Rainfall and number ofrain days

The monthly variation in the mean rainfall is presented in Table I. Rainfall commenced in April and
continued until the maximum value (26.14 ern) was attained in September after which a continuous decrease
occurred until February. The range recorded was zero to 26.14 em (Table I). The number of rain days also
increased from April (C) days) to September (19 days) during the period of research. The number of rain days
decreased from November (2 days) to February (zero) ..The rainfall and water levels were negatively
correlated (-0.54).

Water levels
The result of the water levels is also presented in Table I. Water levels around the dam began to rise in May
(11.9 m) until August (12.~ m) when the maximum level was reached and maintained up to the month of
September. The water level began to drop gradually [rom October (12.6 m) until February ( 11.6m) which
was the minimum water level. The water level and the total fish catch were negatively correlated (-0.66)

Floods
The spill way began to overt1ow as from June and this became heavy inAugust and September. A draw down
of the spill oyer began in the middle of October and finally stops to spill in the Month of November.

Fish catch
The monthly value of total fish catch is presented in Table 1.The months or January (5l specimens, 42 kg)
and February (58 specimens, 45 kg) recorded the highest number of total fish caught corresponding with
periods of lowest water levels while the months of August (25 specimens, 16. kg) and September (28
specimens, 19 kg) corresponding with the periods of high water levels. The mean value of the tota I fish
caught during this seasonal period was significantly different (P < 0.05).

dam were determined in March 2003 to February 2004 in the presence or six fishermen representing the
fishermen group operating around the dam. Fish species caught by these selected fishermen l\\ ice a \\ cek
were also classified according to families. counted, weighed and recorded. They used traps ( Plate: I). ;!ill
nets of'di llcrcnt rncsh sizes, ranging from 7.2 cm to 10.16 em and cast net to catch the fishes from the ~wr:ln:.
shore and bottom habitats. These fishermen who were also fairly educated (primary and secondary school
levels) were mack: tu assist in the record keeping. Their fishing sampl ing sites (Fig. 1) extended from the:d.1I11
site [0 adore, l.aduba FindA fon Basins. The period offloods around the lake was taken from the day the dam
spillway (Pink 2) began to overtlow to the last day it stopped overflowing. The number of rainy days was
recorded from the records of the meteorological unit of the lIorin International Airport which is just about 7
Kilometres to the darn site. The water levels around the dam were also recorded using the water level gauge
insra lied at the da III by the Kwarn State water cooperation. Corre lat ion VCI lues bel ween these environmenta I
Iactors and total fish catch around the dam were determined.

DISCUSSION
The results have shown that fish catch was higher during low water Icvels around the dam. This is

useful Information for the fishermen operating around this water body to reduce wasted effort or fishing
activities especially during the rainy season for this species. The seasonal abundance of fish species wa-,
shown to be influenced by a combination of physico-chemical parameters and the presence of food items
(I·agade. 1983). Araoye, 1999 reported the abundance or Synodontis species around the dam during the
period of low water levels explaining that during high water levels and tloods this cat fish may show
restricted movement due to reproductive activities, hence making (hem less vulnerable to fishing gear
caichability. I lowcvcr this work has also shown that the high catch at dry season docs not apply to Synodontis
species alone, but also to other fish species around the dam. Also there is the tendency Ior high concentration
offish at low water levels to increase catchabi Iity.

The results of the negative cum: at on between the rainfall and water levels is a normal phenomenon
in the tropical lakes as reported in KaiPJi lake (Imevbore, 1975); Asejire lake (Egborge, i977); lake
Brokopondo (Vander-Heide, 1982) Jebba lake (Adcniji. 1991) and Asa lake (Araoye, 1997). Because the
fishermen were also involved in the data collection during this research the knowledge acquired by the few
selected fishermen wi IIbe passed to the rest for more rewarding fishing activities around the da".
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March 45 32 kg 0.0 em 11.6 m

1\pri I 48 35 8.01 11.5

Muy 46 34 14.411 11.9

June 44 34 13.26 1~.3

July 33 24 18.50 12.5

Allg ')' 16 6.22 12.8_)

Sept 28 19 26.14 12.8

Oct 21 18 6.14 12.6

Nov 24 19 16.9 12.2

Dcc 38 29 4.66 12.0

Jan 51 41 0.31 11.9

Feb 58 45 Q. 15 11.7

o

~onth'\ i'ish catch (No) Fish catch (wI) Rainfall Water levels Rain davs (N<tl,

:\Ilonthly variations offish catch, rainfall and water levels in ASa lake

Table 1
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Fig. I: Sketch map of Asa lake showing the fishing sampling sites
. (Source: Araoye, 200 I) •
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